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 Re: Appeal of Determination concerning request for records submitted by               

Mr. Norlander on June 17, 2014 (filed in Case 14-M-0183) 

 

Dear Mr. Norlander, Ms. Helmer, Mr. Klein: 

 

 By letter dated July 22, 2014, Administrative Law Judge David L. Prestemon decided 

Mr. Norlander’s request for access to Department of Public Service Staff Interrogatories and 

responses in PSC Case 14-M-0183 under the Freedom of Information Law (FOIL), Public 

Officers Law (POL) Article 6.
1
  ALJ Prestemon applied the two prong test of Encore College 

Bookstores v Auxiliary Service Corp. of State University of New York, 87 NY2d 410 (1995)
2
 to 

the material, without considering whether the material sought constituted a “trade secret” under 

the Commission’s regulation, 16 NYCRR § 6-1.3. 

                                            
1
   Case 14-M-0183, Joint Petition of Time Warner Cable Inc. and Comcast Corporation for 

Approval of a Holding Company Level Transfer of Control.  Comcast Corporation and Time 

Warner Cable Inc. are referred to herein as Comcast and Time Warner, respectively, and 

collectively as the Companies. 

2
   The Encore test is consistent with that part of POL §87 (2)(d) essentially defining confidential 

commercial information as information “submitted to an agency by a commercial enterprise 

or derived from information obtained from a commercial enterprise and which if disclosed 

would cause substantial injury to the competitive position of the subject enterprise . . .” 
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 ALJ Prestemon decided that disclosure of certain material had not been shown to lead to 

the “likelihood of substantial competitive injury,” the second prong of the Encore test, and, 

therefore, did not protect that material from disclosure.  On August 1, 2014, Time Warner and 

Comcast appealed the ALJ’s decision with respect to disclosure of certain interrogatories and 

responses.  They claimed that their declarations supplied on appeal showed “a likelihood of 

substantial competitive injury” for the material sought to be excepted from disclosure on appeal.   

 On August 6, 2014, the Commission received the attached July 31, 2014 decision from 

Albany County Supreme Court in Matter of Verizon New York Inc. v. New York State Public 

Service Commission et al. (Index No. 6735-13).  That decision held that the Encore test did not 

apply in determining whether to protect information sought to be excepted from disclosure on the 

ground that it is a “trade secret.” 

 There appears to be no controlling Commission or New York Court precedent as to 

whether the information at issue should be deemed a “trade secret.”  It also appears that there is a 

question as to whether Time Warner and Comcast will be able to show that they meet the second, 

“likelihood of substantial competitive injury,” prong of the Encore test.  As such, the question of 

whether Albany County’s decision requires protection of the information in dispute may not be 

mooted by a determination of the appeal. 

 Accordingly, I am remanding this case to the ALJ for a consideration of whether the 

information sought to be protected is “trade secret.”  

       Sincerely, 

 

 

 

       Kathleen H. Burgess 

       Secretary 

 

 

 

cc: David.Prestemon@dps.ny.gov  

 Robert.Freeman@dos.ny.gov 

 AZoracki@KleinLawpllc.com 
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COURT OF CLAIMS 
STATE OF' NEW YORK 

HoN. JAMES H. FERREIRA 

.JUDGE 

Acting Supreme Court Justice 

Henry M. Greenberg, Esq. 
Greenberg Traurig, LLP 
54 State Street, 6th Floor 
Albany, NY 12207 

July31,2014 

CHAMBERS 

EMPIRE STATE PLAZA 

PO Box 7344, CAPITOL STATION 

ALBANY, NY 12224 
(SIB) 242-3710 

FAX (SIB) 242-3711 

Re: Matter of Verizon New York Inc. v New York State Public Service Commission et 
al. 
Index No. 6735-13 

Dear Mr. Greenberg: 

Enclosed is an executed Judgment with regard to the above referenced matter. The original 
is being forwarded to you for filing and service. A copy of the Judgment and the original supporting 
papers have been sent to the County Clerk for placement in the file. 

Sincerely, 

r;; ~ --rA ·~-------
James H. Ferreira 
Acting Justice of the Supreme Court 

Enclosure 

cc: /Jonathan D. Feinberg, Esq. (w/ encl) 
New York State Department of Public Service 
3 Empire State Plaza, 17th Floor 
Albany, NY 12224 

Richard Brodsky, Esq. (w/ encl) 
2121 Saw Mill River Rd. 
White Plains, NY 10607 

RECEIVED 
AUG ~. 6 2014 

Public Service Commission 
Office of Counsel 



STATE OF NEW YORK 
SUPREME COURT COUNTY OF ALBANY 

In the Matter of the Application of VERIZON 
NEW YORK INC., 

Petitioner, 

For a Judgment Pursuant to Article 78 
of the Civil Practice Law and Rules 

-against-

NEW YORK ST ATE PUBLIC SERVICE 
COMMISSION, et al., 

Respondents. 

(Supreme Court, Albany County, Article 78 Term) 

APPEARANCES: 

JUDGMENT 
Index No.: 6735-13 
RJI No.: 01-13-ST-5275 

Greenberg Traurig, LLP 
(Henry M. Greenberg, Esq., Cynthia L. Neidl, Esq., Adam W. Silverman, 

Esq.) 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
54 State Street, 6th Floor 
Albany, New York 12207 

Kimberly Harriman 
Acting General Counsel, Public Service Commission 
(Jonathan D. Feinberg, Esq., Solicitor, Lindsey N. Overton, Esq., Assistant 

Counsel) · 
Attorneys for Respondents 
Three Empire State Plaza 

Albany, New York 12223-1350 RECEIVED 
Richard Brodsky, Esq. 
Attorney for Amici Curiae 
2121 Saw Mill River Rd. 
White Plains, NY 10607 

HON. JAMES H. FERREIRA, Acting Justice: 

AUG~ 6 2014 

Public Service Commission 
Office of Counsel 

This is a special proceeding pursuant to CPLR article 78 commenced by Verizon New York 

Inc. (hereinafter "petitioner" or "Verizon"), a New York corporation. Respondents are the New 
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York State Public Service Commission (hereinafter "the Commission"), Kathleen H. Burgess, as 

Secretary to the Commission (hereinafter "the Secretary"), the New York State Department of Public 

Service (hereinafter "DPS") and D01ma M. Giliberto, as Records Access Officer (hereinafter 

"RAO") for DPS. In this proceeding, petitioner seeks to: (1) overturn a final appeal determination 

by the Secretary, issued December 2, 2013, upholding a determination by the RAO that certain 

documents submitted by petitioner to respondents during t.he course of a regulatory proceeding were 

not exempt from disclosure as trade secrets or confidential commercial information pursuant to the 

Freedom oflnformation Law (see Public Officers Law art 6 [hereinafter "FOIL"]); and (2) preclude 

respondents from publicly disclosing said documents in response to a FOIL request by third parties 

appearing in the underlying regulatory proceeding. 

The Verified Petition, Affirmation in Support and Memorandum of Law in Support were 

filed December 16, 2013. 1 By Order to Show Cause on consent, signed December 16, 2013 by the 

Honorable Thomas A. Breslin, J.S.C., respondents' underlying determinations were stayed, and 

disclosure of the documents at issue by respondents to the public or to any third parties w~s barred 

pending a final determination of this proceeding and any appeal that may be commenced thereupon. 

The Verified Petition was returnable on March 14, 2014. A Verified Answer and Memorandum of 

Law were filed by respondents on February 26, 2014. By Letter Decision and Order dated March 

27, 2014, this Court granted, in paii, a motion brought by Richard Brodsky, Esq., on behalf of 

1 Petitioner also filed the documents at issue in this proceeding for the Couit's in camera review. The in 
camera submission has two exhibits and 339 pages, is consecutively-paginated using Bates stamp numbers, and will 
be referred to herein as "Confidential Submission." The page numbers referenced by the Court are the Bates stamp 
page numbers. 

2 
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Communication Workers of America, District 1, Common Cause, Consumers Union and the Fire 

Island Association (hereinafter "the Brodsky Group"), for permission to appear in the proceeding 

as amici curiae.2 The Court also granted oral argument on the Petition, and heard such argument on 

April 10, 2014.3 

Procedural Background 

Between May and September 2013, DPS staff issued a series ofinterrogatories and document 

production requests to petitioner as part of an underlying regulatory proceeding involving a tariff 

filing by petitioner.4 In that tariff filing, petitioner sought to amend its tariff to allow it to 

discontinue its current wireline service offerings in the western portion of Fire Island, New York and 

offer, in the alternative, Verizon Voice Link (hereinafter "VVL"), a wireless service, as its sole 

service offering in the area. 5 Petitioner responded to the information requests by providing DPS staff 

with written replies and exhibits (Verified Petition if 17). Petitioner also submitted certain 

information to the RAO with a specific request, pursuant to Public Officers Law§ 89 (5) (a) (1 ), that 

such information be treated by the Commission· and DPS as "trade secret and confidential 

2 
The Comt denied the motion inasmuch as it sought an order permitting the Brodsky Group to intervene in 

this proceeding. The Brodsky Group filed a briefon February 27, 2014, which the Comt agreed to consider after 
granting its request to appear as amici curiae. 

3 The Comt received a stenographic transcript of the oral argument on May 7, 2014. 

4 The records were submitted in Case 13-C-O 197, Tariff Filing by Verizon New York Inc. to Introduce 
Language Under Which Verizon Could Discontinue its Current Wireline Service Offerings in a Specified Area and 
Instead Offer a Wireless Service as its Sole Service Offering in the Area. 

5 
Fire Island is a barrier island located off the southern shore of Long Island. Following Hurricane Sandy in 

October 2012, petitioner's facilities and infrastructure on Long Island were damaged. Rather than replacing the 
damaged facilities and lines, petitioner proposed to offer VVL as its principal service option on Fire Island. 

3 
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commercial information" pursuant to FOIL (Affirmation in Support, Exhibit A, letters dated June 

17, 2013, July 22, 2013 and August 15, 2013). Petitioner specifically sought an exemption from 

disclosure pursuant to Public Officers Law§ 87 (2) (d) and 16 NYCRR 6-1.3 (see id.). 6 

On or about September 13, 2013, the Brodsky Group submitted comments to the 

Commission in Case 13-C-0197 (see id., Exhibit B). These comments included objections to 

petitioner's request for confidentiality and non-disclosure of certain information, and referenced its 

"assertion of [its] rights" under FOIL (id. at II). 7 By letter dated September 23, 2013, the RAO 

informed petitioner and the Brodsky Group that the latter's comments, insofar as its objections to 

petitioner's confidentiality claims were concerned, would be treated as a request for the records 

under Public Officers Law§ 87 and that access to the records would be determined in accordance 

with Public Officers Law § 89 (5) (see id., Exhibit C). In addition, the RAO listed the various 

categories of infornmtion that the Brodsky Group had sought to be disclosed under FOIL, including 

the info1mation at issue in this proceeding: (I) information relating to actual costs incurred or 

projected to be incuned by petitioner in connection with providing wireline and wireless services 

on Fire Island; and (2) "[ m ]arketing and training materials used on Fire Island or elsewhere in New 

York relating to Voice Link service" (id.). Finally, the RAO informed petitioner that she would 

consider whether the information sought to be withheld by petitioner was exempt from disclosure, 

6 Public Officers Law 89 (5) sets out the procedure to be followed where, as here, an entity requests that a 
state agency except from disclosure, pursuant to Public Officers Law § 87 (2), information submitted to the state 
agency by the entity. 

7 As the Brodsky Group clarifies in its brief, its reference in the comments to the federal Freedom of 
Information Act (hereinafter "FOIA") was an error, and it intended to cite FOIL rather than FOIA. 

4 
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and permitted petitioner to submit a Statement of Necessity on that point under Public Officers Law 

§ 89 (5) (b) (1) and (2) (see id.). 

On October 4, 2013, petitioner submitted redacted versions of certain interrogatory responses 

per the RAO's September 23, 2013 letter (see id., Exhibit H). The information redacted falls into 

two categories: cost and network information (hereinafter "Cost Information") and petitioner's VVL 

methods and procedures (hereinafter "M&P Information") (see Verified Petition~ 26). The eight 

pages of Cost Information include "detailed costs for specific network components" (id. ~ 29), and 

contain cost estimates, data and studies related to deploying the VVL wireless services on a portion 

of Fire Island, as well as two alternative wireline networks known as Digital Loop Carrier 

(hereinafter "DLC") and Fiber to the Premises (hereinafter "FTTP") (see id. ~ 28). The M&P 

Information concerns 13 documents (331 pages in total)8 used by petitioner in connection with 

offering VVL.9 Petitioner describes these documents as "scripts for call center representatives; 

training materials; and similar documents, all of which are intended to inform, instruct, and advise 

Verizon's employees on various aspects of how they should interact with current and prospective 

VVL customers" (id. ~ 30). 

On October 7, 2013, petitioner submitted a Statement of Necessity in accordance with the 

8 In their determinations, respondents stated that the M&P Information consisted of330 pages (see 
Affirmation in Support, Exhibit l, at 12; Exhibit Q, at 5). However, the materials submitted to the Court for its in 
camera review contain 331 pages of M&P Information, and petitioner states in its Memorandum of Law that there 
are 331 pages of M&P Information. 

9 Petitioner has withdrawn its request for confidential status of nearly five pages of the M&P Information, 
representing a VVL User Guide which is a publicly-available document, and has un-redacted those pages (see 
Verified Petition iJ 32, n 11; see also Confidential Submission, Exhibit H[3] at 61-65). 

5 
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RAO's request and Public Officers Law§ 89 (5) (b) (2). Petitioner argued, among other things, that 

the Cost Information and M&P Information are exempt from disclosure because they contain "non-

public, competitively-sensitive information - including information related to Verizon's network 

costs and its proprietary processes and procedures for marketing and administering a competitive 

product offering- and ... disclosure ... would create a windfall for Verizon's competitors" (id. i1 

24). On October 11, 2013, the Brodsky Group submitted comments to the Secretary and the RAO 

opposing petitioner's request to keep the information confidential. The Brodsky Group argued that 

petitioner's "windfall" argument was without merit and its proof of"substantial competitive injury" 

was insufficient, speculative and conclusory (Affirmation in Support, Exhibit M). On October 24, 

2013, Brodsky informed the RAO by e-mail that he formally rejected the redacted copies submitted 

by petitioner as "insufficient and not fulfilling [his FOIL] request" Clil, Exhibit N). 

In a determination dated November 4, 2013, the RAO concluded that the Cost Information 

and the M&P Information submitted by petitioner were not exempt from disclosure pursuant to 

Public Officers Law § 87(2)( d). While the RAO found that the Cost Information and part of the 

M&P Information (three of the 13 documents) "fit[] within the definition of trade secret" (id., 

Exhibit I at 12), she determined that petitioner "offered no factual support" to satisfy the second 

prong of a two-part test, namely that "disclosure would cause substantial injury to the competitive 

position of the subject enterprise" (id; at 13). Noting that petitioner had not "met the burden of proof 

it bears pursuant to [Public Officers Law] § 89 (5) (e)" and that "[m]ere conclusory allegations, 

without factual support, are insufficient to sustain non-disclosure," the RAO found that "the 

information claimed by Verizon to be trade secrets or confidential commercial information does not 

6 
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warrant an exception from disclosure" (id. at 13, 15-16). w 

On November 15, 2013, petitioner filed an appeal to the Secretary seeking reversal of that 

portion of the RA O's determination which related to the Cost Information and M&P Information 

(see id., Exhibit 0). Petitioner submitted with its appeal the declarations of: (I) Dr. William E. 

Taylor, an economist; (2) Robert Wheatley II, Verizon's Executive Director of Financial Planning 

and Analysis and a person with experience in pricing and finance; and (3) Thomas MacNabb, 

Verizon' s Director of Operations in the National Operations organization and project director for 

VVL (see id., Exhibits J, Kand L). The Brodsky Group submitted a letter, dated November 22, 

2013, in support of the RAO' s determination, arguing, among other things, that the declarations were 

broad and conclusory and that the appeal failed to set forth any "specific and paiiicularized 

justification for denying access" (id., Exhibit P at 2). 

On December 2, 2013, the Secretary issued a decision denying petitioner's appeal and 

upholding the RAO's decision in its entirety (hereinafter "Appeal Determination") (see id., Exhibit 

Q). The Secretary concluded that, "[u]nder FOIL case law, the burden is on Verizon to demonstrate 

particularized and specific justification, supported by evidence, for denying access to the documents 

at issue and, inasmuch as Verizon has failed to meet its burden, I uphold the RAO's November 4, 

2013 Determination" (id. at 20). As for the Cost Information, the Secretary found that petitioner had 

failed to show how release under FOIL of the "cost information, both aggregate and specific, 

10 The RAO observed that "[i]t is only with 1nore compelling facts (perhaps submitted in an affidavit by an 
economist or other expert) and stronger arguments that [petitioner] can meet the burden of proof it bears pursuant to 
[Public Officers Law]§ 89(5)(e)" (Affirmation in Suppo1t, Exhibit I, at 13-14). Petitioner subsequently submitted 
three declarations in its appeal (see id., Exhibits J, Kand L). 

7 
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contained within those documents would result in substantial competitive injury" (id. at 13-14 ). The 

Secretary found the declarations of Taylor and Wheatley to be lacking in reasoning and specificity 

as to how the disclosure of the aggregate cost information could result in competitive injury. 

As for the M&P Information, the Secretary similarly found that the declaration ofMacNabb 

contained only "conclusory allegations [of competitive injury] that lack factual support" (_id. at 16). 

The Secretary concluded that there was neither "adequate detail" nor "specific evidence" as to how 

disclosure of the 13 documents would result in substantial competitive injury (id. at 16-17). The 

Secretary lamented the failure by petitioner to separate out the 13 documents and to "attempt to make 

an evidentiary showing on each" (id. at 17). Instead, according to the Secretary, petitioner 

"com[ m]ingled internally published M&Ps with other documents and presentations ... produced for 

similar purpose (i.e. to provide training or to describe a proposed or actual internal _operation or 

process), but not specifically identified as an 'M&P' "(id.). The Secretary also rejected petitioner's 

argument that the RAO had improperly overruled DPS agency precedent as to whether petitioner's 

network costs were proprietary, and thus exempt from disclosure under the trade secret exemption 

(see id. at 18). 

Petitioner thereafter commenced this proceeding seeking review of the Secretary's 

determination. Petitioner argues, among other things, that the Secretary erred by holding that the 

Cost Information and the M&P Information was not exempt from disclosure pursuant to Public 

Officers Law§ 87 (2) ( d), where the materials constitute trade secrets of a commercial enterprise that 

are not available from any other source. Petitioner urges that, contrary to the Secretary's finding, 

Public Officers Law§ 87 (2) ( d) does not require a showing that the disclosure of trade secrets would 

8 
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cause substantial competitive injury and that, once the Secretary found such materials to be trade 

secrets, she was required to exempt it from disclosure without further inquiry. Petitioner argues that, 

nonetheless, it met its burden of showing that disclosure of the subject documents would cause 

substantial competit~ve injury if disclosed. 

Respondents argue in response that, under FOIL, PSC regulations and relevant case law, an 

entity resisting diselosure pursuant to Public Officers Law§ 87 (2) (d) must demonstrate that the 

records at issue constitute trade secret material and that the disclosure of such would cause 

substantial competitive injury. Respondents further contend that the Secretary properly determined 

that petitioner had failed to meet its burden of proving that disclosure would result in substantial 

competitive injury. 

Standard of Review 

Where, as here, a petitioner challenges an administrative determination made where ahearing 

is not required, judicial review is limited to the issues of whether the challenged determination is 

rationally based, and whether it was made in violation of lawful procedure, was affected by an error 

oflaw or was arbitrary and capricious or an abuse of discretion (see CPLR 7803 [3]; Matter of Ward 

v City of Long Beach, 20 NY3d 1042, 1043 [2013]; Matter of Scherbyn v Wayne-Finger Lakes Bd. 

of Coop. Educ. Servs., 77 NY2d 753, 758 [1991]; Matter ofBais Sarah Sch. for Girls v New York 
' . 

State Educ. Dept., 99 AD3d 1148, 1150 [3d Dept 2012], Iv denied 20 NY3d 857[2013]). "[A] court 

may not substitute its judgment for that of the board or body it reviews unless the decision under 

review is arbitrary and unreasonable and constitutes an abuse of discretion" (Matter of Arrocha v 

Board of Educ. of City ofN.Y., 93 NY2d 361, 363-364 [1999] [internal citations and quotations 

9 
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_ omitted]; see Matter of Boatman v New York State Dept. of Educ., 72 AD3d 1467, 1468 [3d Dept 

201 O]). Said another way, "[i]f the court finds that the determination is supported by a rational basis, 

it must sustain the detennination even if the comi concludes that it would have reached a different 

result than the one reached by the agency" (Matter of Peckham v Calogero, 12 NY3d 424, 431 

[2009]; see Matter of Wooley v New York State Dept. of Correctional Servs., 15 NY3d 275, 280 

[2010]). 

In addition, it is well-settled that the "[i]nterpretation given a statute by the agency charged 

with its enforcement is, as a general matter, given great weight and judicial deference, so long as the 

interpretation is neither irrational, umeasonable nor inconsistent with the governing statute" (Matter 

of Trump-Equitable Fifth Ave. Co. v Gliedman, 62 NY2d 539, 545 [1984]; see Matter of Brooklyn 

Assembly Halls of Jehovah's Witnesses, Inc. v Depaiiment ofEnvtl. Protection of City ofN.Y., 11 

NY3d 327, 334 [2008]; Matter of County of Albany v Hudson Riv.-Black Riv. Regulating Dist., 97 

AD3d 61, 68 [3d Dept 2012], lv denied 19 NY3d 816 [2012]). However, it is equally axiomatic that 

"where the question is one of pure statutory reading and analysis, dependent only on accurate 

apprehension oflegislative intent, there is little basis to rely on any special competence or expertise 

of the administrative agency ... In such circumstances, the judiciary need not accord any deference 

to the agency's determination, and is free to ascertain the proper interpretation from the statutory 

language and legislative intent" (Matter of Belmonte v Snashall, 2 NY3d 560, 566 [2004] [internal 

quotations and citations omitted]; see Matter of Canales v Pinnacle Foods Group LLC, 117 AD3d 

1271, 1272 [3d Dept 2014]; Matter of Rivera vNorth Cent. Bronx Hosp., 101AD3d1304, 1305 [3d 

Dept 2012]). 

10 
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Public Officers Law§ 87 (2) states that"[ e Jach agency shall, in accordance with its published 

rules, make available for public inspection and copying all records, except that such agency may 

deny access to records or portions thereof that" meet certain statutory exemptions listed in Public 

Officers Law§ 87 (2) (a)- (111). "The premise of FOIL is 'that the public is vested with an inherent 

right to know and that official secrecy is anathematic to our form of government' " (Matter of. 

Newsday, Inc. v State Dept. of Transp., 5 NY3d 84, 88 [2005], cert di-smissed 546 US 930 [2005], 

quoting Matter of Fink v Lefkowitz, 47 NY2d 567, 571 [1979]). As such, FOIL "mandates that 

'[e]ach agency shall ... make available for public inspection and copying all records,' unless the 

records fall within a statutory exemption" (Matter of Encore Coll. Bookstores v Auxiliary Serv. 

Corp. of State Univ. ofN.Y. at Farmingdale, 87 NY2d 410, 417 [1995) [emphasis in original], 

quoting Public Officers Law§ 87 [2]). Stated otherwise, "[ w ]hile agency records are presumptively 

available for public inspection and disclosure under FOIL, ... an agency may deny access to records 

which" fall within one of the listed exemptions (Matter of Capital Newspapers Div. of Hearst Corp. 

"FOIL is to be liberally construed and its exemptions narrowly interpreted so that the public is 

granted maximum access to the records of government" (Matter of Capital Newspapers Div. of 

Hearst Corp. v Whalen, 69 NY2d 246, 252 [1987)). While the party seeking an exemption bears 

"the burden of establishing that the records fall squarely within an exemption by providing a 

particularized and specific justification, a proper procedure for meeting this burden is to submit the 

records in question for in camera inspection by the court" (Matter of Miller v New York State Dept. 

11 
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ofTransp., 58 AD3d 981, 983-984 [3d Dept 2009], lv denied 12 NY3d 712 [2009] [internal citations 

omitted]). 

Public Officers Law § ·87 (2) (d) 

The exemption at the heart of this proceeding, Public Officers Law§ 87 (2) ( d), provides that 

an agency may deny access to records or portions thereof that: 

are trade secrets or are submitted to an agency by a commercial enterprise or derived 
from information obtained from a commercial enterprise and which if disclosed 
would cause substantial injury to the competitive position of the subject enterprise. 

Preliminarily, the Court cannot help but note the inelegance of the statutory language of this 

provision, and the lack of clarity in the statute as to whether a "trade secret," without more, is exempt 

from disclosure, or whether it must also be shown, as respondents contend, that disclosure of the 

trade secret would "cause substantial injury to the competitive position of the subject enterprise" in 

order to be protected from disclosure (see Resp. Memo of Law at 9, 11-15, 17; see also Brodsky 

Group Memo of Law at 1O~12). Petitioner disagrees and avers that the inquiry under Public Officers 

Law§ 87 (2) (d) ends once the record at issue is found to constitute a "trade secret" (see Pet. Memo 

of Law at 10-11, 14-16; Pet. Reply Memo of Law at 14-20). 

In this Court's view, the latter argument is more persuasive and finds support in the 

legislative history of the 1990 amendment to Public Officers Law § 8 7 (2) ( d) and in the relevant 

case law. At the outset, the statute clearly delineates three types of information to be protected: (1) 

"trade secrets;" (2) records "submitted to an agency by a commercial enterprise;" and (3) records 

"derived from information obtained from a commercial enterprise" (Public Officers Law§ 87 [2] 

[ d]). Of these three, only the "trade secrets" phrase delineates a discrete, stand-alone category 

12 
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deserving of protection from disclosure. Indeed, the latter two categories of records, by themselves, 

hardly raise the prospect that such records contain confidential commercial information and, literally, 

could apply to anything an agency receives or discovers in the course of its everyday regulatory 

business. Only when these two types of records are connected by the term "and" to the prong "which 

if disclosed would cause substantial injury to the competitive position of the subject enterprise" are 

these two categories infused with the potential non-disclosure protection the exemption affords. By 

contrast, disclosure of a trade secret would seem, by its very nature, to adversely impact the entity 

seeking the protections of the exemption and thus render compliance with the second prong -

proving that disclosure "would cause substantial injury to the competitive position of the subject 

enterprise" - an um1ecessary and overly burdensome requirement. 

Legislative History 

A review of the legislative history of this statutory provision confirms this interpretation. 

Prior to 1990, Public Officers Law § 87 (2) ( d) exempted from disclosure records, or portions 

thereof, that: 

are trade secrets or are maintained for the regulation of commercial enterprise 
which if disclosed would cause substantial injury to the competitive position 
of the subject enterprise (Public Officers Law§ 87 [former (2) (d)]). 

Thus, the original statutory language envisioned two distinct types of records that could be exempt 

from disclosure: (1) "trade secrets" or (2) records "maintained for the regulation of a commercial 

enterprise which if disclosed would cause substantial injury to the competitive position of the subject 

enterprise" (L. 1977, ch 933). The plain language of the original statute, particularly the use of the 

term "or," shows that records deemed to be trade secrets were absolved from the .separate 
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requirement to show how disclosure would cause substantial injury to the subject entity, which 

applied only to commercial information maintained by an agency for regulatory purposes. 11 

In 1990, Public Officers Law § 87 (2) ( d) was amended as follows: 

are trade secrets or are maintained fo1 the iegnlation of submitted to an 
agency by a commercial enterprise or derived from information obtained 
from a commercial enterprise and which if disclosed would cause substantial 
injury to the competitive position of the subject enterprise (L. 1990, ch 289, 
§ 1) (former language crossed out; new language underscored). 

The legislative history of the 1990 amendment makes clear that the focus of the bill was expanding 

the ambit of records that may fall within the confidential commercial information exemption, not 

subjecting "trade secrets" to an additional evidentiary obligation. 

Significantly, the bill underlying the 1990 amendment o f Public Officers Law § 87 (2) ( d) 

was introduced at the request of the New York State Depaiiment of Economic Development 

(hereinafter "DED"). In its Memorandum of Support, DED stated as follows: 

Purpose of Bill: 
To amend the Public Officers Law in relation to modifying the confidential 

commercial information exemption of [FOIL] 

Summary of Provisions of Bill: 
... Section 1 would broaden the exemption from disclosure to include 

records, which if disclosed would cause substantial injury to the competitive position 
of an enterprise, even where such records were not maintained by an agency for the 
purpose ofregulating a conm1ercial enterprise. The broaden [sic] exemption would 
only apply to records which were originally submitted to the agency by the 
commercial enterprise or records derived from information obtained from the 
commercial enterprise (Mem of State Dept of Economic Development, J 990 

11 The bill jacket for the 1977 revision of Article 6 of the Public Officers Law makes scant reference to the 
"trade secrets"exemption and, when it is discussed, there is no mention that records deemed "trade secrets" must also 
cause substantial injury to the enterprises's competitive position to receive the protection of the exemption~ Bill 
Jacket, L 1977, ch 933). 
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McKinney's Session Laws of NY at 2411) (emphasis added). 12 

As is plainly evident from the highlighted section, the amendment was not intended to modify the 

trade secrets exemption (see also Mem of Dept ofTransp, Bill Jacket, L 1990, ch 289 [amendment 

relates "to modifying the confidential commercial information exemption" of FOIL]). 

In a memorandum to the Counsel to the Governor, the DED's Deputy Commissioner and 

Counsel wrote: 

This bill ... would broaden the exemption from disclosure to include records, which 
if disclosed would cause substantial injury to the competitive position of an 
enterprise, even where such records were not maintained by an agency for the 
purpose of regulating a commercial enterprise. The broadened exemption would 
apply to records which were originally submitted to the agency by the commercial 
enterprise or records derived from information obtained from the commercial 
enterprise. . . . This bill is needed so that commercially confidential records 
maintained by economic development agencies are not required to be disclosed to the 
public, to the detriment of the State's economic development efforts and of the 
businesses submitting such records .... The problem with the existing provision is 
that, while information maintained for the regulation of commercial enterprise may 
be withheld under appropriate circumstances, information that does not constitute a 
trade secret and which is not maintained for the purpose of 'regulation' falls outside 
the scope of section 87 (2) ( d). There is no rational basis for the law to distinguish 
between protecting confidential commercial information for regulatory purposes, and 
confidential commercial information for other purposes. In either such case, the law 
should protect a business from the deleterious consequences of disclosure of sensitive 
commercial information (Ten-Day Bill Mem, Bill Jacket, L 1990, ch 289). 

Other legislative memoranda within the bill jacket make reference to the stated goal of the 

amendment, namely, broadening the exemption from disclosure (see .Mem of Dept of State, Bill 

12 The bill jacket for the 1990 amendment also manifests an intent to track 5 USC § 552 (b) ( 4 ), a parallel 
exemption in FOIA ~ Mem of State Dept of Economic Development, 1990 McKinney's Session Laws of NY at 
2412). Notably, it has been held that New York courts can look to FOIA for guidance in interpreting FOIL (see 
Matter of Encore Coll. Bookstores v Auxiliaiy Serv. Corp. of State Univ. ofN.Y. at Farmingdale, 87 NY2d at 419). 
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Jacket, L 1990, ch 289; Mem of Dept of Labor, Bill Jacket, L 1990, ch 289). 13 Nowhere in the 

legislative history of this amendment is there any indication that, where a record is found to be a 

"trade secret," the Legislature intended to add another secondary evidentiary hurdle for the party 

seeking the exemption to clear. Moreover, given the statutory charge of the DED (see Economic 

Development Law, art 4, § 100), 14 it is implausible that the agency would propose a statutory 

amendment to allow for disclosure of a business's trade secrets only if such business also proves that 

disclosure would cause substantial injury to the business's competitive position (see Ten-Day Bill 

Mem, Bill Jacket, L 1990, ch 289 ["bill would protect businesses that provide information to State 

agencies from the ... release to the public of extremely sensitive information about their operations 

that could jeopardize their competitive position in the market place"]). 

Case Law 

New York courts have long recognized "[t]he importance of trade secret protection and the 

resultant public benefit" (Matter of New York Tel. Co. v Public Serv. Commn., 56 NY2d 213, 219 

[1982]; see Matter of Crain Communications v Hughes, 135 AD2d 351, 352 [1st Dept 1987], affd 

74 NY2d 626 [1989]; Curtis v Complete Foam Insulation Corp., 116 AD2d 907, 909 [3d Dept 

13 The Couit of Appeals has also commented on the 1990 amendment and noted the stated goal of 
broadening the exemption for confidential commercial information: "Prior to 1990, FOIL exemption subdivision (2) 
( d) was expressly limited to information maintained for purposes of regulation which, if disclosed, would cause 
substantial competitive injury. The 1990 amendment broadened the exemption by eliminating the condition that the 
confidential conunercial information be for regulatory purposes" (Matter of Encore Coll. Bookstores v Auxiliaiy 
Serv. Corp. of State Univ. ofN.Y. at Farmingdale, 87 NY2d at419 n). 

14 "The [DED] commissioner acting by and tlu·ough the depaitment of economic development shall have 
power and it shall be his duty ... to investigate, study and undertake ways and means of promoting and encouraging 
the prosperous development and protection of the legitimate interest and welfare of New York business, industry and 
commerce, within and outside the state" (Economic Development Law, art 4, § 100 [l]) (emphasis added). 
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1986];AdamsvRizzo, 13Misc3d1235 [A] [SupCt,OnondagaCounty2006]). Although the term 

"trade secret" is not defined under FOIL, "courts applying New York law generally follow Section 

757 of the Restatement of Torts in determining whether information is entitled to protection as a 

trade secret" (Matter of Physicians Comm. for Responsible Medicine v Hogan, 29 Misc 3d 1220 [A] 

[Sup Ct, Albany County 2010]; see Ashland Mgt. v Janien, 82 NY2d 395,_407 [1993]; Matter of 

New York Tel. Co. v Public Serv. Ccimmn., 56_ NY2d at 219 n 3; Delta Filter Corp. v Morin, 108 

AD2d 991, 992 [3d Dept 1985]). The Restatement defines a trade secret as 

I 

any formula, pattern, device or compilation of information which is used in one's 
business, and which gives him an opportunity to obtain an advantage over 
competitors who do not know or use it (Restatement [First] of Torts§ 757, Comment 
b) (emphasis added). 15 

"Whether information is a trade secret depends, in part, upon the ease or difficulty with which the 

information could be acquired or duplicated by others" (Savannah Bank v Savings Bank of 

Fingerlakes, 261 AD2d 917, 918 [4th Dept 1999]). Thus, the rationale for not subjecting a trade 

secret to a further requirement of showing "substantial iajury" to the commercial enterprise's 

competitive position likely stems from the fact that the definition of the term already takes into 

account that such information took considerable effort and resources to develop, has real economic 

value to the business and gives the business an advantage over competitors who are unaware of it.. 

15 While noting that by its very nature "the subject matter of a trade secret must be secret" and 
acknowledging that "[a Jn exact definition of a trade secret is not possible," the Restatement sets forth factors to 
consider in determining whether a trade secret exists: 

(1) the extent to which the information is known outside of his business; (2) th~ extent to which it 
·is known by employees and others involved in his business; (3) the extent of measures taken by 
him to guard the secrecy of the information; (4) the value of the information to him and to his 
competitors; (5) the amount of effort or money expended by him in developing the information; (6) 
the ease or difficulty with which the information could be properly acquired or duplicated by 
others (Restatement [First) of Torts § 757, Comment b). 
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Importantly, the Restatement does not require that the advantage be "substantial." 

. It appears that no New York court has squarely addressed the particular statutory 

interpretation question that is presently before this Court. However, where parties have sought the 

protection of the Public Officers Law § 87 (2) ( d) exemption, it appears to be the more common 

practice for courts to have, based on the underlying arguments, either evaluated whether the 

information is a "trade secret" or, separately, whether the information submitted by a commercial 

enterprise would, if disclosed, cause "substantial injury" to its competitive position (see e.g Matter 

of Sunset Energy Fleet v New York State Dept. ofEnvtl. Conservation, 285 AD2d 865, 867 [3d Dept 

2001] [in affirming lower court finding that documents were not exempt from disclosure, court 

initially holds that worksheets are not trade secrets, and then separately addresses the commercial 

information part of the exemption, noting that while "the worksheets were compiled by a commercial 

enterprise, petitioner failed to demonstrate the likelihood of substantial competitive injury if the 

worksheets were disclosed"]; Matter of New York Regional Interconnect, Inc. v Oneida County 

Indus. Dev. Corp., 21 Misc 3d 1118 [A] [Sup Ct, Oneida County 2007] [after rejecting petitioners' 

first argument that information does not meet definition of a trade secret, court next addresses the 

"primary contention by petitioners," whether disclosure of the records submitted by a commercial 

enterprise "would cause 'substantial injury' to the competitive position of the petitioners"]; 

Waste-Stream, Inc. v St. Lawrence County Solid Waste Disposal Auth., 166 Misc 2d 6 [Sup Ct, St. 

Lawrence County 1995] [court analyzes the "trade secrets" prong separate and apart from the "cause 

substantial injury" prong, finding the former not proven and the latter inapplicable]). Moreover, 

evaluating trade secrets separately from other commercial information that if disclosed would cause 
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"substantial injury" has garnered support in treatise form (see Vincent R. Fontana, Trade 

Secrets/Substantial Injmy, Mun Liability L & Prac § 19.27 [2014] ["[e]ven if the requested records 

do not qualify as trade secrets, they may qualify for the exception based on the 'substantial 

competitive injury' prong of the exemption"]). 

Notably, the Court's research has not uncovered any judicial decision affirming an 

administrative determination, as here, which pronounced a record to be a trade secret, and then 

allowed disclosure of it on the ground that the party seeking the protection of the exemption failed 

to show a likelihood of substantial competitive injury. Once a document has been found to be a trade 

secret under Public Officers Law§ 87 (2) (d), the analysis ends (see Matter of Newman v Dinallo, 

22 Misc 3d 1134 [A] [Sup Ct, Nassau County 2009], affd 69 AD3d 636 [2d Dept 2010], Iv denied 

14 NY3d 708 [201 OJ [court finds information at issue exempt from disclosure as "trade secrets" and 

concludes analysis]; see also Public Citizen Health Research Group v Food and Drug Admin., 704 

F2d 1280, 1286 [DC Cir 1983] ["[[i]f the requested documents constitute 'trade secrets,' they are 

exempt from disclosure [under FOIA], and no further inquiry is necessary"]). These cases appear, 

to this Court, to be consistent with the legislative intent of the amendment and with the legislative 

policy that trade secrets, by their very nature, should be protected from disclosure (see Matter of New 

York Tel. Co. v Public Serv. Commn., 56 NY2d at 219). 

The Court is unpersuaded by respondents' argument that New York courts have applied a 

two-pronged test under Public Officers Law§ 87 (2) (d) for determining whether trade secrets are 

exempt from disclosure. The entirety of their argument turns on their interpretation of Matter of 

Encore Coll. Bookstores v Auxiliary Serv. Corp. of State Univ. ofN.Y. at Farmingdale (87 NY2d 
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410 [1995]). A review of the decision indicates that trade secrets were not at issue in that case and, 

in fact, the words "trade secrets" do not even appear in the text of the decision. Encore involved a 

FOIL request by a private bookstore located near a State University ·of New York campus for the 

university's fall semester booklist. The university already had an on-campus bookstore operated by 

Barnes & Noble which had successfully bid to provide such a service following a bidding process 

overseen by Auxiliary Service Corporation of the State University of New York Agricultural and 

Technical College at Farmingdale (hereinafter "ASC"), a not-for-profit corporation charged with 

providing certain auxiliaiy services to the university. ASC argued that the information sought by 

the off-campus private bookstore: 

is shielded by the exemption set forth in section 87(2)(d), which provides that an 
agency may deny access to records that "are ... derived from information obtained 
from a commercial enterprise and which if disclosed would cause substantial injury 
to the competitive position of the subject enterprise" (Matter of Encore Coll. 
Bookstores v Auxiliary Serv. Corp. of State Univ. ofN.Y. at Farmingdale, 87 NY2d 
at 418-419, quoting Public Officers Law § 87[2] [ d] [ellipsis in original]). 

The Court of Appeals then framed the issue before it as follows: 

[i]t is undisputed that the booklist was compiled by and obtained from Barnes & 
Noble, a commercial enterprise. Consequently, the question before us is whether 
release of the information would cause "substantial injury to the competitive 
position" of Barnes & Noble (Matter of Encore Coll. Bookstores v Auxiliary Serv. 
Corp. of State Univ. ofN.Y. at Farmingdale, 87 NY2d at 419) (emphasis added). 

The Court's analysis then focused, not on the potential disclosure of trade secrets under FOIL, but 

on whether the commercial information at issue- a list of textbooks that would be used by university 

students in the fall semester - if disclosed would create "the likelihood of substantial competitive 

injury to Bai·nes & Noble" (id. at 421 ). Thus, to the extent that respondents rely on Encore, and other 
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decisions citing Encore, for the proposition that such decision establishes a two-part test for the 

release of trade secrets under FOIL, their argument is flawed. 16 

Finally, it is important to note that a similar exemption in FOIA exempts "trade secrets and 

commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential" from 

disclosure (5 USC§ 552 [b][4]). Significantly, federal comis have not treated "trade secrets" in the 

same manner as "commercial or financial information" (see National Parks and Conservation Ass'n 

v Mo1ion, 498 F2d 765, 766 [DC Cir 1974] ["[i]n order to bring a matter (other than a trade secret) 

within this exemption, it must be shown that the information is (a) commercial or financial, (b) 

obtained from a person, and (c) privileged or confidential"] [emphasis added]). Notably, the term 

"confidential" for purposes of FOIA means that disclosure would be likely to, among other things, 

"'cause substantial harm to the competitive position of the person from whom the information was 

obtained' "(Jurewicz v U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 741 F3d 1326, 1331 [DC Cir 2014], quoting 

Critical Mass Ener~y Project v. Nuclear Regulatory Comm'n, 975 F2d 871, 878 [DC Cir1992]). 

Turning to DPS' own regulations, the Court observes that DPS's regulatory definition of 

"trade secret" is virtually identical to the Restatement (see 16 NYCRR 6-1.3 [a]; Restatement [First]· 

of Torts§ 757, Comment b). 17 However, DPS' implementing regulation goes considerably further 

16 Respondents' reliance on Matter of Markowitz v Serio (11 NY3d 43 [2008]) to support their trade secrets 
argument is similarly misplaced. Markowitz involved a FOIL request for commercial information - specifically, zip 
code information pe1taining to automobile insurance policies - submitted by automobile insurers to the State 
Insurance Department. Trade secrets were not at issue in that case. 

17There is only one non-substantive difference between the definitions set fmth in the DPS regulation and 
the Restatement. Instead of the Restatement's phrase "and which gives him an opportunity," the DPS regulation 
states "and which provides an oppo1tunity" (16 NYCRR 6-1 .3 [a]) (emphasis added). 
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and requires that "[i]n all cases" a person seeking the exemption from disclosure under Public 

Officers Law§ 87 (2) ( d) "must show the reasons why the information, if disclosed, would be likely 

to cause substantial injury to the competitive position of the subject commercial enterprise" (16 

NYCRR 6-1.3 [b] [2]). As outlined above, this interpretation by DPS is not only wholly inconsistent 

with the legislative history of Public Officers Law§ 87 (2) ( d), which indicates that the "substantial 

injury" prong was not intended to apply to trade secrets, it is at variance with the Restatement 

discussion of "trade secret," which does not require such a showing, and has little, if any, support 

in existing case law. 18 As the question before the Court "is one of pure statutory reading and 

analysis, dependent only on accurate apprehension of legislative intent" (Matter of Belmonte v 

Snashall, 2 NY3d at 566), the Court is not obliged to afford the DPS interpretation of the exemption 

any deference. 19 Accordingly, the Court finds, as a matter oflaw, that, to the extent petitioner proves 

a document is a trade secret under Public Officers Law § 87 (2) ( d), the inquiry ends there and the 

record may not be disclosed. 

18 DPS' regulation also differs from the implementing regulations of other agencies with respect to FOIL. 
For example, the definition of"trade secret" under the Department of Environmental Conservation's FOIL 
regulations contains no "substantial i1tjury" requirement (6 NYCRR 616.7 [c][2][i][a]). Conversely, its definition of 
"confidential commercial information" means other type~ of information "which if disclosed would likely cause 
substantial injury to the competitive position of the subject enterprise" (6 NYCRR 616.7 [c][2][i][b]; see also 9 
NYCRR § 2650.9[b][3][iii] [Division of Housing and Community Renewal FOIL regulations require parties seeking 
FOIL exemption to "state reasons why the information is either a trade secret or confidential commercial information 
likely to cause substantial competitive injury"] [emphasis added]). 

19 Implementation of FOIL, which is codified in the Public Officers Law, is not paiiicular to one agency, 
and DPS alone is not expressly charged with the task to enforce FOIL; all state and municipal departments are 
charged with promulgating rules and regulations related to the availability of records and procedures to be followed 
(see Public Officers Law§§ 84, 87 [I] [b]). 
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The "Trade Secrets" Determinations as to the Cost Information and Certain M&P Information 

The RAO found that "Verizon makes a valid case that [the Cost Information and part of the 

M&P Information] fits within the definition of trade secret," citing the DPS trade secret regulatory 

definition set forth a.t 16 NYCRR 6-1.3(a) (Affirmation in Support, Exhibit I at 12, 15 ["Verizon met 

the test for trade se~ret for Request 1 and the three M&P documents provided in response to Request 

3"]). As for the Cost Information, the RAO stated that "[t]he information ... consists of sensitive 

cost analysis for each type of network construction done by the [petitioner], more fully described by 

Verizon herein" (id. at 12). Regarding the M&P Information, the RAO determined "it appears that 

documents (1), (2) and (1 O)" of the 331-page submission are M&P Information that meets the trade 

secret definition, noting that "Verizon discusses several factors mentioned in the regulations, 

including the degree of difficulty and cost of developing the information" (id.). The RAO 

concluded, however, that"[ a ]lthough Verizon met the test for trade secret for Request 1 and the three 

M&P documents provided in response to Request 3, it did not carry its burden of proof with respect 

to competitive injury"· and "failed to satisfy the second prong of the Encore test" (id. at 13, 15). 

The· Secretary upheld the RAO's November 4, 2013 determination in its entirety (see id.; 

Exhibit Q at 20). She similarly found that petitioner "makes ... a valid case" that certain cost 

information provided "relating to network costs, might fit within the [DPS] definition of a trade 

secret," and noted that petitioner had submitted "two declarations in support of its position that 

present more compelling facts and stronger arguments that Verizon has met the burden of proof' 

under Public Officers Law§ 89 (5) (e) (id. at 13). The Secretary also agreed with the RAO that 

documents (1 ), (2) and (10) of the M&P Information submission were methods and procedures 
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justifying protection as trade secret material (id. at 15). The Secretary then concluded that petitioner 

"has failed to demonstrate that all of the cost information, both aggregate and specific, contained 

within the documents would result in substantial competitive injury if disclosed through the instant 

FOIL request" (id. at 13-14) and, with respect to the M&P Information, "failed to demonstrate, in 

adequate detail, how the complete disclosure of all 13 documents would result in substantial 

competitive injury" (id. at 16) (emphasis in original). 

The Court finds, based upon its foregoing statutory analysis and interpretation, that the 

Secretary (as well as the RAO) erred as a matter oflaw by subjecting information determined to be 

"trade secrets" to fmiher review under the "substantial injmy" prong of the statute. In light of the, 

legislative history of Public Officers Law § 87 (2) ( d) and the relevant case law applying this 

provision, the Court finds that, once respondents concluded that the Cost Information and prui of the 

M&P Information constituted trade secret material, the inquiry should have ended; no proof of 

"substantial competitive injury" was required by the statute, and the material should have been 

determined to be exempt from disclosure under FOIL. 

The Cost Information 

The Court has reviewed in camera the eight pages of Cost Information that was deemed by 

respondents to be trade secrets (see Confidential Submission, Exhibit H[l] at 1-8), and concludes 

that this finding by respondents was rational and neither arbitrary and capricious, nor an abuse of 

discretion. 

As discussed above, the term "trade secret" means "any ... compilation ofinformation which 

is used in one's business, and which gives him an opportunity to obtain ru1 advantage over 
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competitors who do not know or use it" (Restatement [First] of Torts § 757, Comment b; see also 

16 NYCRR 6-1.3 [a] [DPS regulation defining trade secret]). Notably, the costs a company incurs 

in operating its business may be trade secrets under FOIL (see Matter of City of Schenectady v 

O'Keeffe, 50 AD3d 1384, 1_386 [3d Dept 2008], lv denied 11 NY3d 702 [2008] [affirming lower 

court finding that agency did not "abuse its discretion in according trade secret status to the data in 

question" where_ data included "detailed inventory of the age, cost and extent of the property" used 

by utility to determine, in part, the regulated rate that utility could charge for its services, and was 

a "costly and complex endeavor" to compile, with "self-evident value" to a competitor that would 

"complicate, if not compromise, the utility's competitive position"]). Pricing and budgetary 

information may also be shielded from disclosure (see Matter of Catapult Leaming. LLC v New 

York City Dept. of Educ., 109 AD3d 731, 732 [1st Dept 2013] [information "about pricing, budget 

and insurance" submitted in a contract proposal to an agency and requested by a nonparty under 

FOIL properly exempted where disclosure would reveal "essential information about [petitioner's] 

previously successful approach to bidding for educational services contracts"]; see also Matter of 

New York State Elec. & Gas Corp. v New York State Energy Planning Bd, 221 AD2d 121 [3d Dept 

1996] [operational data that could result in competitors "inferring essential aspects of [power 

producer's] production costs fundamental to projecting future costs" properly withheld], lv granted 

89 N2d 803 [1996], appeal withdrawn 89 NY2d 1031 [1997)). 20 

20 In support of its position, petitioner has submitted copies of rulings of DPS Administrative Law Judges 
which have accorded trade secret status to cost information submitted during the course of a regulatory proceeding 
(see e.g. Affi11nation, Exhibit G[7], Case 98-C-1357, Ruling on Proprietary Status of Module 3 Testimony and 
Exhibits, issued Jan. 31, 2002, at 2 (pricing data, pricing information and invoice information related to company's 
dealings with its equipment vendors and use of costing models falls within DPS trade secret regulation, is not widely 
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The Cost Information at issue here consists of eight pages of costs and revenue estimates 

prepared by petitioner and arising from its construction and/or replacement of communication 

networks on Fire Island. The data includes: (1) assumptions underlying the cost studies; (2) figures 

related to the specific costs of installation of the wireless distributed antennae system, including 

construction costs and details of the physical installation; (3) specific costs of various components 

for installation ofVVL, including costs of the VVL devices themselves and the costs of copper loops 

to certain municipalities; (4) detailed costs for construction of a wireline DLC service network, 

including the costs of individual components like labor and trenching costs, and the specific 

materials costs (and quantities needed) of cable and copper for exchanging existing cable; and (5) 

detailed costs related to construction and installation of an FTTP network on Fire Island, including 

labor, equipment, materials and vendor contract costs, as well as the costs of reconnecting customers. 

Both the Taylor and Wheatley declarations satisfactorily address how the Cost Information is used 

in the petitioner's business, how it gives petitioner an advantage over its competitors and how 

disclosure of these costs would assist competitors seeking to cut into petitioner's market share (see 

Affirmation in Support, Exhibit J ,-r,-r 8-9, 11-13; Exhibit K ,-r,-i 3, 6). The Taylor declaration, in 

particular, provides a reasonable assessment of the advantages competitors would gain if the Cost 

Information was disclosed, including the value of such cost data to four specific competitors in 

available, difficult to obtain or costly to develop, and would be of substantial use to competitors]; Exhibit G[5], Case 
98-C-1357, Ruling Concerning Pi·oprietary Status of Exhibit 106-P, issued April 17, 2000; at 1-2 [detailed cost study 
for components of a highly competitive retail service accorded protection as a trade secret under FOIL]; Exhibit 
G[9], Case 02-C-1425, Ruling on Confidential Trade Secret Status of Testimony and Exhibits, issued Oct. 8, 2004 
[cost information related to labor rates and overhead given trade secret protection]). 
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petitioner's industry and the impact on petitioner's ability to negotiate prices (and price discounts) 

for material purchased in procurement processes (see id., Exhibit J ,,-i 13-15). Further, both 

declarations demonstrate that the Cost Information is not information that petitioner would publicly 

disclose, as it provides detailed costs for implementing three specific proprietary technologies (see 

id., Exhibit Kir 3; Exhibit J irir 6-7). 

Based upon its review, the Court finds no basis to disturb the finding by the Secretary (and 

RAO) that petitioner made a "valid case" for trade secret protection of the eight pages of Cost 

Information under FOIL. 21 Thus, the eight pages of Cost Information are exempt from disclosure 

pursuant to Public Officers Law§ 87 (2) (d). 

The M&P Information - Documents (1), (2) and (10) 

The Court has also reviewed in camera the portions of the M&P Information deemed by the 

RAO and the Secretary to be trade secret materials (see Confidential Submission, Exhibit H[3] at 

10-44 [Doc. 1]; 46-165 [Doc. 2]; 268-319 [Doc.IO]), and similarly finds no basis to reject such 

findings. 

The RAO found that these three filings "meet th[e trade secret] description," noting that 

21 The Court is not persuaded by the "granular costs" and "aggregate costs" argument raised by respondents 
insofar as the trade secret findings are concerned. The Secretary explicitly affirmed the RA O's determination (see 
Affinnation, Exhibit Q at 20), which expressly stated that petitioner "makes a valid case" that the Cost Information -
all eight pages - "fits within the definition of trade secret" (id., Exhibit I at 12). Furthermore, respondents cite no 
statutory or regulatory definition of the terms and the Court could find no judicial decision (and the Secretary does 
not cite any) drawing a distinction between "granular" and "aggregate" costs for trade secret analysis purposes under 
FOIL. Finally, respondents' reliance on Gray v Faculty-Student Assn. of Hudson Val. Community Coll. (186 Misc 
2d 404 [Sup Ct., Rensselaer Co [2000]) for the proposition that cost data like the Cost Information at issue here can 
be partially redacted is not persuasive. As petitioner points out, unlike the record in this case, in Gray there was no 
credible evidentia1-y support before that court as to the impact of disclosing redacted invoices (see Affirmation in 
Further Support~~ 6-9). 
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petitioner raised "several factors mentioned in the regulations" including "the degree of difficulty 

and cost of developing the information" (Affirmation in Support, Exhibit I at 12; see also 

Restatement [First) of Torts§ 757, Comment b [factors in "considering whether given information 

is one's trade secret [include) the amount of effmi or money expended by him in developing the 

information"]). The Secretary concurred that filings (1 ), (2) and (10) are trade secret material (see 

id., Exhibit Q at 15). Collectively, these three documents, which identify themselves as M&Ps (see 

Confidential Submiss.ion H[3] at 14-15, 31 [Doc. 1]; 48 [Doc. 2) ["This document provides a 

comprehensive method and procedure"]; 268 [Doc. 1 OJ), contain detailed descriptions of petitioner's 

comprehensive business strategy for establishing VVL, a new wireless service. The information 

includes (1) decisional paths and scripts for Verizon employees to follow related to offering VVL; 

(2) detailed training materials that set forth specific scenarios that may arise when Verizon 

employees interact with or advise current and potential VVL subscribers; and (3) itemized 

instructions on issues related to wireline services. The MacNabb declaration estimates that the 

process of developing all the VVL M&P information "took months" and "at least 11,900 hours of 

work" (Affirmation in Support, Exhibit L ~~ 8-9). 

Based on its review, the Court finds no basis to reject the Secretary's Appeal Determination 

affirming the RAO' s holding that documents ( 1 ), (2) and (10) of the M&P Information were methods 

and procedures that constituted trade secret materials. These documents, therefore, are exempt from 

disclosure pursuant to Public Officers Law § 87 (2) ( d). 

The M&P Information - Documents (3) through (9) and (11) through (13) 

The Court turns now to the ten remaining documents and petitioner's argument that 
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respondents' finding, that such documents were not trade secret materials, was based upon an error 

of law and was arbitrary and capricious. To this end, the Court has conducted an in camera review 

of the remaining documents identified by petitioner as M&P Information. 

In the Appeal Determination, the Secretary rejected the argument that all 13 documents "are. 

entitled to sweeping protection as trade secret material" (id., Exhibit Q at 15). The Secretary stated 

that: 

While it is clear that Verizon has spent a considerable amount of time developing its 
methods and procedures, the Company has failed to proffer any specific evidence that 
the disclosure of these 13 documents will - or would be likely to - cause it 
competitive injury. As such, I find that Verizon has failed to meet its burden of 
justifying the exemption of all 13 documents as trade secret materials (id. at 17). 

Following its in camera review, the Court agrees, in part, with petitioner. The Court finds the 

Secretary's determination that documents (3) thru (8) and ( 11) were not trade secret materials to be 

arbitrary and capricious. As for documents (9), (12) and (13), the Court finds no reason to disturb 

the Secretary's finding that those documents did not constitute trade secret materials. 

When examined under the DPS regulatory definition of trade secret, which tracks the 

Restatement definition, it is difficult to reconcile how documents (1), (2) and (10) can be deemed 

by respondents. as methods and procedures deserving of trade secret status, and documents (3) 

through (8) and (11) not be accorded such stature. While documents (3) through (8) and (11) may 

not be expressly labeled "methods and procedures," any programmatic or subject matter differences 

between these filings and documents (1 ), (2) and (10) are slight, and the Court can detect no 

discernible, substantive differences between documents ( 1 ), (2) and ( 10) and documents (3) through 

(8) and (11 ). 
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Like documents (1 ), (2) and (I 0), documents (3) through (8) and (11) are comprised of 

detailed scripts, instructions and talking points for use by Verizon employees and are designed to 

promote the sale of VVL to customers nationally as well as to existing customers in New York and 

New Jersey impacted by Hurricane Sandy. The scripts are internal processes that set out the various 

paths and procedures to follow depending on the customer's specific needs and interes.t (or 

disinterest) in VVL, and cover topics that customers may have related to installation, billing, repairs, 

costs and copper lines (Confidential Submission, Exhibit H[3] at 167-182 [Doc. 3]; 184-250 [Doc. 

4]; 252 [Doc. 5]; 254-256 [Doc. 6]; 258-260 [Doc. 7]; 262-263 [Doc. 8]; 321-335 [Doc. 11]). This 

information is not comprised of documents that were readily ascertainable from sources outside 

petitioner's business (compare Schriptek Mktg. v Columbus McKinnon Corp., 187 AD2d 800, 802-

803 [3d Dept 1992], lv denied 81 NY2d 704 [1993]). As the MacNabb declaration noted, these 

"detailed processes, procedures and guidance ... concern[] how to interact with customers before, 

during, and after th~ir ordering of the service ... Verizon's competitors would have no way of 

obtaining complete and detailed knowledge of Verizon's methods ?tnd procedures unl_ess they were 

given access to the documents at issue here" (Affirmation in Support, Exhibit L ~ 10). Further, as 

the Secretary herself expressly acknowledges, and the MacNabb declaration points out, documents 

(3) through (8) and (11 ), like documents (1 ), (2) and (10), took considerable time and effort for 

petitioner to develop (see Restatement [First] of Torts§ 757, Comment b; see also Takata v Hrutford 

Comprehensive Employee Ben. Service Co., 283 FRD 617, 621-622 [ED Wash 2012]).22 

22 It also bears mention that an alternative basis exists for exempting document ( 4) from disclosure. 
Document (4) is a detailed internal training guide or manual for Verizon supervisors regarding VVL market 
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In addition, petitioner's argument that these other documents are trade secret materials is 

supported by petitioner's efforts to keep these internal processes for interacting with customers about 

VVL secret (compare Sales Strategies Group, Inc. v Fenton, 16 Misc 3d 171, 173 [Sup Ct, Onondaga 

County 2007]). The filings were not shared outside the company and only distributed internally with 

directions to keep the materials confidential. Specifically, the majority of these documents contained 

language like "Confidential and Proprietary to Verizon - Not for use or disclosure outside Verizon 

Communication or any of its subsidiaries except under written agreement" (see Confidential 

Submission_, Exhibit H[3] at 258 [Doc. 7], 262 [Doc. 8]), or the phrase "[u]se, disclosure or 

distribution or this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by 

written agreement" (id. at 167-182 [Doc. 3]; 184-250 [Doc. 4]; 252 [Doc. 5]). 

Given the near complete absence of any difference between the content in docu~ents ( 1 ), (2) 

and (10)-which was accorded trade secret status - and the content in documents (3) through (8) and · 

(11) - which was denied trade secret protection - the Comi finds that respondents' determination 

that documents (3) through (8) and ( 11) were not trade secret materials to be arbitrary and capricious. 

The Court holds that, as trade secrets, these seven other documents are exempt from disclosure 

pursuant to Public Officers Law § 87 (2) ( d). 

The Court finds no basis, however, to overturn respondents' findings that documents (9), (12) 

and (13) are not exempt from disclosure pursuant to Public Officers Law § 87 (2) (d). Document 

introduction and includes scripts for interacting with existing and new customers (Confidential Submission, Exhibit 
H[3] at 184-205). This type of guide meets the criteria of a trade secret (see Ain Leasing Corp. v Peat, Marwick, 
Mitchell & Co., 166 Misc 2d 902, 904 [Sup Ct, Nassau County 1995]). 
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9, which is titled "Notification," is a general bulletin about VVL and its use in the New Jersey 

Barrier Islands and in New York for storm impacted customers (see id. at 265) .. Documents 12 and 

13 are e-mails to Verizon staff about VVL (see id. at 337 [Doc. 12]; 339 [Doc. 13]). None of these 

three documents contain language urging confidentiality and non-disclosure, and there is no supp01i 

in the record for according these documents protection from disclosure pursuant to Public Officers 

Law§ 87 (2) (d). 

Accordingly, it is hereby 

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that the petition is granted in part and denied in part, as 

provided herein, without costs. Specifically, the Court holds as follows: 

(1) that the eight pages of Cost Information (see Confidential Submission, Exhibit H[3] at 

1-8) are exempt from disclosure under Public Officers Law§ 87 (2) (d); 

(2) that Documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 11 of the M&P Information (see id. at 10-44 

[Doc. 1]; 46-60 and lower half of page 65-165 [Doc. 2]; 168-182 [Doc. 3]; 185-223 and 225-250 

[Doc. 4]; 252 [Doc. 5]; 254-256 [Doc. 6]; 258-260 [Doc. 7]; 262-263 [Doc. 8] 268-319 [Doc.IO]; 

and 321-335 [Doc. 11]) are exempt from disclosure under Public Officers Law§ 87 (2) (d); and 

(3) that Documents 9, 12 and 13 of the M&P Information (see id. at 265-266 [Doc. 9]; 337 

[Doc. 12]; and 339 [Doc. 13]) are not exempt from disclosure under Public Officers Law§ 87 (2) 

( d) and shall be released by respondents. 

The foregoing constitutes the judgment of the Co mi. The original judgment is being returned 

to counsel for petitioner. A copy of the judgment and the supporting papers have been delivered to 

the County Clerk for placement in the file. The signing of this judgment, and delivery of a copy of 
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the judgment shall not constitute entry or filing under CPLR 2220. Counsel is not relieved from the 

applicable provisions of that rule respecting filing, entry and notice of entry. 

SO ORDERED AND ADJUDGED 

ENTER. 

Dated: Albany, New York 
July~/, 2014 

es H. Ferreira 
~ ting Justice of the Supreme Court 

Papers Considered: 

1. Order to Show Cause dated December 16, 2013; 
2. Verified Petition of Verizon New York Inc., dated December 13, 2014; 
3. Affirmation in Support by Hemy M. Greenberg, Esq., dated December 13, 2014, with 

Exhibits A-Q; 
4. Confidential Submission filed by petitioner for the Court's in camera review, with 

exhibits H(l) and H(3); 
5. Memorandum of Law in Support by Hemy M. Greenberg, Esq., dated December 15, 

2014; 
6. Verified Answer, dated February 26, 2014, with attached exhibits; 
7. Memorandum of Law in Opposition by Lindsey N. Overton, Esq., dated February 26, 

2014; . 
8. Amici Curiae Brief in Opposition by Richard Brodsky, Esq., dated February 26, 

2014; 
9. Affirmation in Fmiher Support by Hemy M. Greenberg, Esq., dated March 12, 2014, 

with Exhibits A-B; and 
10. Reply Memorandum of Law by Henry M. Greenberg, Esq., dated March 12, 2014. 
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